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Calculating funds held across more than 185 million 
orders* per year to safeguard customers’ money 
Payment services provider Zalando Payments GmbH (ZPS) processes payments for  
orders placed with its parent company, fashion retailer Zalando SE, and, through its 
factoring service, buys the receivables generated from orders placed by Zalando’s 
customers. Factoring companies such as ZPS must meet regulatory requirements 
imposed by Germany’s federal financial supervisory authority, BaFin. This protects 
merchants should payment service providers they contract with go bankrupt while holding 
their funds. To that end, ZPS needed a solution that would compute the total funds held 
in its accounts belonging to third parties at any point. This challenging task was also an 
opportunity to create a scalable model that would help ZPS optimize its own financial 
operations.

How Can a Custom Financial Model 
Aid Compliance While Improving 
Financial Strategy?

Picture Credit | Customer Name, City, State/Country. Used with permission.

*Source: Zalando 2020 annual report. 



Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Support compliance with the safeguarding requirement of BaFin, Germany’s federal financial 

supervisory authority, which protects consumers against loss by requiring ZPS to guarantee the third-
party funds it temporarily holds as a result of its business activities

• Develop a stable and efficient tool to accurately compute and monitor the total amount of these funds 
each day across more than 20 payment methods in 17 countries

Why SAP 
• SAP® Business Technology Platform, supporting a safeguarding mechanism model deployed through 

offerings, including SAP HANA®, SAP HANA for SQL data warehousing, and the SAP BW/4HANA ®

and SAP Analytics Cloud solutions, and sourced with data from SAP S/4HANA®

• Guidance from trusted experts with in-depth customer, functional, and technical knowledge and a 
channel to further expertise from SAP

After: Value-Driven Results
• A lean, efficient guarantee-monitoring model running in a stable and highly automated environment that 

enables compliance with BaFin’s safeguarding requirement for consumers
• Enhanced ability to dive deep into the details of funds held, such as by payment method, country, or 

order level, while also benefiting from ease of use and scalability
• A powerful steering tool providing ZPS with deep insights into the liquidity and financing implications of 

its services and helping uncover new business opportunities

Using SAP® Solutions to Build a Custom, Real-Time Guarantee-
Monitoring Model to Support Regulatory Compliance

“Our guarantee line model built with SAP Business 
Technology Platform enables a comprehensive 
understanding and control of the safeguarding, 
liquidity, and financing implications of every single 
transaction that goes through our books.”
Dr. Thomas R. Kremser, Head of Finance, Zalando Payments GmbH

Zalando Payments GmbH (ZPS)
Berlin, Germany
https://corporate.zalando.com
(Zalando SE)

Industry
Banking

Employees
235

Revenue
€6.84 billion 
(Zalando SE)

Products and Services
Payment processing, 
factoring, and e-money 
services for fashion retailer 
Zalando SE

Featured Solutions and Services
SAP Business Technology Platform, 
SAP HANA, SAP BW/4HANA, SAP Analytics 
Cloud, and SAP S/4HANA

Full
Transparency of third-party 
funds on a daily basis

40 million
Annualized average number 
of orders per 100-day 
reporting period
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To satisfy regulatory requirements, Zalando Payments GmbH (ZPS) needed to calculate 
how much its accounts are holding in third-party funds at any given time. Experts from 
SAP worked with ZPS and the University of Seville in Spain to build a customized cash-
flow model based on SAP® Business Technology Platform that would also help it uncover 
valuable liquidity and financial planning insights. 

Within this guarantee-monitoring model, data on contract accounts receivable in 
SAP S/4HANA® is replicated in near-real time to the SAP BW/4HANA® solution and then 
made available to other reporting applications. SAP HANA® for SQL data warehousing 
then processes the data and calculates key figures such as customer cash-in and factoring 
cash-outs. Using these figures, ZPS can then calculate each day for the amounts to be 
guaranteed.

Further, with a live connection to SAP BW/4HANA, the SAP Analytics Cloud solution can 
access this calculated data to let users consume reports using intuitive dashboards and 
stories. This enables a larger circle of business users to gain insights into financial KPIs 
such as gross customer cash-ins or days from order. ZPS is now looking at leveraging these 
solutions to develop a predictive model that forecasts amounts to be guaranteed in the 
future. 

Monitoring Diverse Cash Flows to Protect 
Consumers and Support Decision-Making 

Source of truth and a 
single foundation of 
diverse financial KPIs

Efficiency gain versus the 
previously implemented 
method

70%

“SAP Business Technology Platform provides us with 
deep insights into our factoring-related cash-flow 
movements. This, in turn, enables us to not only 
effectively steer our financial obligations and strategy 
but also better understand and expand our business.”
Lucía Galán Cáceres, Lead Treasury Payments, Zalando Payments GmbH
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